Virtual worlds use simulation to create a fully-immersive 3D space in which users interact and collaborate in real time. It is still a great challenge to scale virtual worlds to provide rich user experiences, high level of realism, and innovative usages. There are three unique simulation requirements in scaling virtual worlds: (1) large-scale, real time and perpetual simulations with distributed interaction, (2) simultaneous visualization for many endpoints with unique perspectives, and (3) multiple simulation engines with different operation characteristics. In this paper, we review the challenges in meeting these requirements, present the scalability barriers we observed in current virtual worlds, and discuss potential virtual world architecture and solutions to address the challenges and overcome the barriers.
INTRODUCTION
Virtual worlds use simulation to create a fully-immersive 3D space for users to explore, collaborate, and interact in real time. There are two broad classes of popular virtual worlds: general purpose virtual worlds, such as Second Life®, and massively multiplayer online games, such as World of Warcraft™. Scalability, however, is still a great challenge in virtual worlds. For instance, Second Life and World of Warcraft are limited to below 100 users interacting with each other concurrently (Gupta et al. 2009 ). To meet the increasing demand of rich user experiences, high level of realism, and new usages such as experiencing professional sports games in virtual auditoriums, virtual worlds must scale beyond their current capability in several dimensions.
The first dimension is to scale the number of concurrent users interacting with each other. Current virtual worlds have to split the user base and restrict interactions to achieve scalability. For instance, Second Life applies static space partitioning to decompose the space into 256m x 256m regions, each handled by one server. World of Warcraft uses sharding: a part of the virtual world is replicated into shards and different shards reside on different servers, but users on different shards are isolated from each other. Both approaches degrade the massive multi-user experience: sharding prevents large groups of users from interacting by design and static partitioned regions collapse with too many users (Gupta et al. 2009 ).
The second dimension is to scale the scene complexity, captured by the number of objects and the complexity of their behaviors and appearance. It is especially challenging in general purpose virtual worlds, where user generated content is dominant. Designers of such a world only provide tools, basic parts, and primitive objects (prims) to enable users to be creative and produce content. There is no limitation on what users can build and potentially infinite set of object behaviors could be expressed, hence the term "general purpose". As such, the tools and prims are not optimized for any special purposes. When a Liu, Bowman, Adams, Hurliman, and Lake scene becomes more complex, the demand for computation, communication, and rendering can quickly overwhelm the whole system. For example, a complex scene such as the Shengri La Chamomile region on ScienceSim (ScienceSim 2010) has 256K prims, yet it was observed that user experience degraded over 35,000 prims (FRI blog 2010) . Similarly, it is argued that the fidelity and resolution in Second Life may not yet be appropriate for "serious" applications (Strassburger et al. 2008) .
The third dimension is to scale the fidelity of user interaction. In current virtual worlds, user interaction is usually of simple forms and only happen within a limited range: avatars or objects can only interact with others within a small distance in the same region or shard (Horn et al. 2010) . On the other hand, users demand rich experiences and the ability to express a large number of interactions with different complexity, granularity, and scope. Further, they want to interact in a broad range, for example, coordinating with others to do "the wave" virtually in the stands of a virtual soccer arena. Enabling interactions of high fidelity needs improvements and innovations in user interfaces. The challenges, however, go beyond user interfaces. For example, user actions are generally unpredictable and it is hard to apply techniques such as dead-reckoning (Singhal & Zyda 1999) to reduce the bandwidth for sending updates to users.
Meanwhile, in improving scalability through these dimensions, virtual worlds still need to deliver the features that distinguish them as virtual worlds (Singhal & Zyda 1999 , Virtual World Review 2006 ):
• Shared space: Users have the illusion of exploring and interacting in the same space.
• Graphical user interface: The world is represented to users visually, usually in 3D form.
• Interactivity: The world allows users to interact with each other and alter, develop, or submit customized content.
• Real-time: Users should be able to see changes in the world as they occur.
• Perpetual: The world continues to evolve regardless of whether users are logged in Comparing to traditional simulations, maintaining these features while scaling virtual worlds impose unique simulation requirements:
• Large scale, real-time and perpetual simulations with distributed interactions; • Simultaneous visualization for many users with different perspectives; • Multiple simulation engines with different operation characteristics and performance constraints.
In this position paper, we first review these simulation requirements and discuss where existing simulation work still falls short in meeting the requirements. We also present several scalability barriers observed from our experiments with virtual worlds. In the second half of this paper, we discuss our scalability approaches as interesting research directions to inspire innovative solutions. Our hypothesis is that virtual worlds could be scaled by a flexible and scalable architecture, dynamic load balancing, and removing redundant communication and computation in delivering views to users. The key idea in our approach is to break the simulator-centric architecture used in most virtual worlds and detach the data structure from the simulation engines (which we refer to as "actors"). The new architecture enables the data structure and the actors to be optimized and scaled independently. Our preliminary work based on OpenSim, abbreviated OpenSim (OpenSim 2010 , Fishwick 2009 ), an open source virtual world platform that is compatible with Second Life viewers, has shown very promising results: we have demonstrated thousands of users to interact concurrently in the same scene, which is orders of magnitude increase comparing to previous best over-the-network performance in general purpose virtual worlds.
UNIQUE SIMULATION REQUIREMENTS AND CHALLENGES IN VIRTUAL WORLDS
There has been decades of work in parallel and distributed simulations, or "PADS" in short (Fujimoto 2003 , Perumalla 2006 . In these simulations, application models are partitioned into logical processes ("LP"s). The LPs interact by exchanging time-stamped events and the simulations progress by executing the events in temporal order. The classical techniques have mainly concentrated on time management to ensure that the simulation execution is properly synchronized among the LPs. Several standards have been developed over the years, including the High Level Architecture (Kuhl et al. 1999) , to promote reuse and interoperation of simulations, especially by providing support for time synchronized PADS. Virtual worlds, on the other hand, face unique challenges that go beyond time synchronization among LPs. They usually do not require repeatable executions, hence do not require events to be processed in a "correct" order. As such, virtual worlds today usually adopt a simple synchronization model to accommodate the large scale they operate on. By statically partitioning the worlds into shards or region, each hosted by a server, there is little state shared between servers and synchronization between the servers is largely avoided. These strict partitioning techniques are more work-around than desired solutions: they actually translate a large world into many tiny worlds and greatly limit interactions and user experience.
In this section, we review the unique simulation requirements and challenges in scaling virtual worlds and discuss where the existing technologies still fall short in meeting the requirements.
2.1
Large scale, real-time and perpetual simulations with distributed interactions
Over the years, solutions have been developed for large-scale simulations , simulation with distributed interactions (Kuhl et al. 1999) , and real-time simulations (Müller 2001 , Ersal 2009 ).
What is unusual in virtual worlds is the combination of the challenges from all these hard simulation problems. The simulation in a virtual world runs in a scale that is orders of magnitude larger than traditional PADS. For example, as of year 2007, Second Life servers hosted 15400 simulator processes, 30 million concurrent scripts, and 100 TB of user generated content that run 24/7 in a continuous 3D landscape twice the size of Montréal (Purbrick & Lentczner 2007 , Wilkes 2008 ). In addition, in the context of such large scale simulations that run continuously, virtual worlds require real-time simulation and rapid response to user inputs to provide users the illusion that they interact within the world in real-time.
To illustrate the challenges, let us consider the following scenario: fashion design in virtual worlds (Rattner 2009 ), where designers, sales personnel, and customers meet in a virtual space. Designers can work collaboratively to show their fashion designs on virtual runways to a widely dispersed global audience in real time. Customers could request real time changes to a design, have the changes made, and try out a model of the design in virtual showrooms. In such a scenario, many designers and customers may interact with many fashion designs and they need to see the designs change in real-time.
Showing fashion designs in virtual runways require real time cloth simulation, which itself is computation intensive and a hard simulation problem. For instance, to simulate just one piece of high resolution cloth with detailed folds and wrinkles (2 million triangles) draping over a wardrobe, it took a 16-node cluster of quard-core 2.8Ghz processors over 6 minutes to simulate one frame (Selle et al. 2009 ). With users interacting with the cloth in real-time, the frame rate would go even lower. On the other hand, 30 frames per second (FPS) is usually required to provide interactive frame rates in virtual worlds (Kumar 2008) . To reduce the performance gap, several approaches have been proposed or applied. One is based on the observation that virtual world usages usually can tolerate not exact accurate but plausible results (Müller et al. 2001 ). Another approach is based on the observation that simulations in virtual worlds are usually soft real-time tasks. When the system is overloaded, time dilation is applied to slow down executions and reduce the rate of delivering updates to clients (Second Life WiKi 2010). Time dilation, unfortunately, results in degraded user experience.
To effectively address the combined challenges of the multiple hard simulation problems, it requires innovative integration of different solutions. More importantly, such a solution needs to be evaluated in the context of large scale simulations running perpetually.
Simultaneous visualization for many users with unique perspectives
In traditional large-scale simulations, data visualization usually happens after a simulation has completed and all the data have been collected (VisIt 2010). Virtual worlds, on the other hand, require simultaneous simulation and visualization. In addition, each user expects interactive visualization of the world from a viewpoint independent of others. Yet supporting multi-user and multi-viewpoint is still a grand challenge in distributed simulation (Strassburger et al. 2008 ).Consider the above example again. Supporting real time cloth simulation is challenging. Yet it is even more challenging is to bring the views of draping cloth to a global audience, each viewing from a unqiue viewpoint that may change constantly. This generates enormous demand for both computation and communication. As a concrete example, a small scale 3D scene with 3 billion polygons could have 79.5GB of original data to operate with (Chaudhuri 2009 ). Even by applying advanced techniques such as hierarchical image-based rendering, it still requires 40 to 80Mbps network bandwidth per client to support interactive visualization. A large scale 3D scene is even more challenging -a 10,000km 2 earth-like scene could have 944GB original data to operate with (Chaudhuri 2009).
To address the challenges, researchers have developed solutions such as interest management (Taylor et al. 1999 ) and visibility computation (Kumar 2008) to reduce network traffic. Studies to apply them in virtual worlds, however, are still at an early stage. Caching is another approach and has been used extensively by on-line games, where most of the content is static and stored on client machines. In contrast, in general purpose virtual worlds, there is massive user generated content and users continuously create and modify the content. Effective caching solutions are yet to be developed (Kumar 2008 ).
Multiple heterogeneous actors with different operation characteristics
Traditional simulations usually involve a few simulation engines whose operation characteristics are known at the time of simulation development and specific optimizations can be applied to scale the operations (Perumalla 2006) . In contrast, a virtual world usually incorporates multiple heterogeneous simulation engines (the "actors") to simulate and evolve the world. Each of these actors have different scope of operations, resource requirements, performance constraints and operational characteristics. Further, some of them could be attached as plug-ins and their behaviors may not be known beforehand, which makes it even harder to apply optimizations for scalability. Examples of the actors include:
• client manager, which manipulates the world on behalf of a client and present the world to the client from a certain view point; • per object actors, such as scripts of an object that defines the object's behaviors, etc;
• small-range actors operating on nearby objects, such as collision detection in physics simulation;
• broad-range actors operating on a large number of objects, such as N-body interactions or protein folding in scientific simulations. To illustrate the heterogeneity of the actors, Figure 1 shows some of our measurements of running different workloads, each for a few seconds, in OpenSim. "Object40" is script intensive and has 40,000 scripts running. "Physics07" is physics intensive and has 500 physical object involved in physics simulation (VWperf 2009 ). The results show that the script workload had much more cache misses than the physics workload (Figure 1(a) ), and longer CPU stall time waiting for memory (Figure 1(b) ). One explanation is that scripts are built for the objects individually and are stored in different sets of memory, hence has scattered memory access, while the physics actor has its own internal data structure to represent all objects and hence has high locality of memory access. The heterogeneous characteristics of the actors suggest the importance of the ability to apply appropriate hardware to different actors.
SCALABILITY BARRIERS
In this section, we analyze the scalability barriers of virtual worlds as constrained by resources. The analysis is based on our experiments with current virtual worlds, especially with OpenSim.
CPU utilization
When a virtual world scales up in any dimension as discussed in Section 1, the total CPU usage could increase dramatically. In particular, if every entity (object or avatar) is able to interact to with every other entity in the same space, the load would increase quadratically with the number of the entities in world. When the system is overloaded, the rate of sending updates to users (the "frame per second", or FPS) slows down and so do the responses to user inputs, both could significantly degrade user experiences. Figure 2(a) shows the CPU load increase with the increasing number of avatars (concurrent users). In this experiment, avatars moved around continuously to generate constant updates. The figure shows that with more and more concurrent users, the CPU load increased quadratically (an O(n 2 ) problem for the client manager to send updates from every user to all other users, and an O(n 2 ) problem for collision detection when avatars moving around) and eventually saturated. Figure 2 (b) and Figure 2(c) show the results of CPU utilization and FPS versus increasing load on script and physics engines. In both cases, the CPU load kept increasing and eventually the frame rate dropped sharply to lower than 30 FPS, at which rate the user experience degraded to a unsatisfactory level.
Network bandwidth
Virtual world users are geographically spread across the globe. When the number of concurrent users or the scene complexity increases, the network can quickly be overwhelmed by the aggregated traffic of delivering updates to users. In particular, the aggregated traffic increases quadratically with the number of concurrent users. Assume there are N concurrent users in the same space and on average each generates α updates per second. Also, assume operations issued by other entities in the world are β per second. Then the number of updates each user needs to receive is M=αN+β, and the total number of updates transmitted in the network is MN=αN 2 +βN. This trend of quadratic increase reflects the aggregated traffic that needs to be sent to all users through the network. It is independent of whether the system is based on client-server or peer-to-peer architectures. The quadratic increase, however, is a more serious problem in the client-server architecture if clients are connected to servers directly, because such a setup requires the servers to be able to support the aggregated traffic. Figure 2(a) shows our measurements of the total outgoing traffic with an increasing number of users. The result clearly shows the trend of quadratic increase in network traffic. Techniques such as packet aggregation or packet compression can be applied to reduce network traffic. They could lower the quadratic curve in the figure, but will not change the curve's shape. As long as every update needs to be sent to every user, this quadratic increase of aggregated network traffic still exists.
Network latency
Studies show that a truly responsive system needs to be able to update visualization at a rate of at least every 100 ms, and a walk-through system requires an update rate of every 20ms (Van Zudilova-Seinstra et al. 2009). Hence network latencies directly impact the realism of user experience. Consider two avatars playing ping-pong in a virtual world. After one avatar hits the ball, the update needs to be received in time by the machine controlling the other avatar so that its user can react as desired. The longer the network latencies, the fewer times the ball can fly back and forth and the less interactive the game is. Even if network bandwidth and CPU utilization are no longer the bottlenecks, the rate of interactive actions is still limited by network latencies.
CURRENT VIRTUAL WORLDS: SIMULATOR-CENTRIC ARCHITECTURE
Current virtual worlds usually distribute simulation work to a set of simulators with homogenous functionalities, where each simulator owns a shard or a region plus the complete set of simulation and communication work on the shard or region. We refer to this system architecture as the "simulatorcentric" architecture. As a concrete example, the general architecture used in Second Life and OpenSim is shown in Figure 3 , where the core of this architecture is a set of homogenous simulators. (There are also a set of infrastructure services for user authentication and authorization, asset and inventory management, etc. These services are usually supported separately from the core simulations.) There are several scalability limitations of this simulator-centric architecture.
• Quadratic load increase on simulators: As discussed previously, such a simulator suffers from quadratic increase of computation and communication load with the increase of the number of interacting entities.
• Limited ability in providing large view distances to clients: Each client's viewable area is limited to the regions or shards hosted on the simulators it connects to. Due to the quadratic load increase problem, each simulator usually sets a limit on the number of concurrent client connections, which in turns limits the number of simulators each client can connect to simultaneously.
• Limitations in dynamic load balancing: This architecture tends to have high overhead of workload migration, inefficient workload partitions for some simulation engines, and limited ability to apply appropriate hardware to the heterogeneous actors (Liu & Bowman 2010) . Next we discuss the limitations in load balancing in more details. During dynamic load balancing, workloads need to be migrated among simulators. Our studies have shown that workload migration is an expensive process in current virtual worlds (Liu & Bowman 2010) . For instance, Figure 4 shows some results of the migration overhead from our experiments using a dynamic load balancing prototype that is implemented on top of OpenSim 0.6.6. We observed that the fundamental reason for the high overhead of workload migration is due to the simulator-centric architecture. Since the objects and the actors operating on them are tightly coupled and physically co-located, every time when the workload in a certain space is migrated, all objects as well as all the simulation work in that space need to be transferred. Hence although objects migration could be optimized to some extent (Liu & Bowman 2010) , it cannot be avoided.
A second observation is that aggregating operations of the heterogeneous actors in homogeneous simulators results in inefficient workload partitioning for some actors: it is hard to apply a general workload partitioning policy to satisfy the requirements and constraints of the heterogeneous actors. For instance, physics engine may prefer partitions that preserve object locality while client managers may prefer partitions based on area-of-interest of its clients. Yet most existing studies on load balancing in virtual worlds have mainly focused on satisfying the requirements and constraints of client managers and few have taken into consideration of the constraints of other actors (Liu & Bowman 2010) .
A third observation is that, as discussed in Section 2.3, different actors have different compute or communicate characteristics. They may improve performance if each runs on "appropriately configured" hardware. Treating virtual world operations as a set of homogeneous simulators, however, limits the ability to map the heterogeneous actors each to appropriate, heterogeneous hardware.
SCALING VIRTUAL WORLDS: NEW DIRECTIONS
In this section, we briefly discuss our approaches in overcoming the scalability barriers as interesting directions for future research. Besides our work, there are several other studies to scale virtual worlds from different aspects: scalable architecture ), scalable data storage (Waldo 2008) , scalable message exchanging (Horn et al. 2010) , and scalable synchronization protocol (Gupta 2009 ). These are all in initial steps and there are still many open research problems that call for innovative solutions.
The key idea in our approach is to break apart the simulator-centric architecture and view the virtual world operations as a collection of the "Scene" and the actors operating on the scene. This new architecture is based on a Distributed Scene Graph (DSG), illustrated in Figure 5 .
• Scene is the data structure that stores the properties of the space in a virtual world (such as terrain, the sun's position, etc) and the properties of the objects contained in the space. It maintains the authoritative copies of these properties. For load balancing, the Scene may be partitioned and each scene partition could reside on different hardware (hence the "distributed scene graph").
• Each actor observes a portion of the virtual world and applies operations to the objects in this portion, which we refer to as an actor subscribing to a portion of the Scene. For each type of actors, there may be multiple instances running and operating on different portions of the Scene. For simplicity, we use "actor" as short for "actor instance".
The actors operate on the objects through the scene interface and thus become portable, which in turn enables them to scale independently. Actors could be either computation or communication intensive. As illustrated in Figure 5 , for computation intensive actors, we apply dynamic load balancing to scale their operations. For communication intensive actors, especially the client managers, DSG makes it possible for them to be detached from other actors and run on hardware that is provisioned for high speed networking. Further, separating actors from the Scene provides a logical fit for a detail reduction service as another type of actor to enable large viewable areas by applying multiple levels of detail. Next, we discuss each of these solutions in more detail. 
Distributed Scene Graph
In the DSG architecture, Scene becomes an information hub to connect different actors that interact with and through the Scene. It exposes the operations on objects through the scene interface, acts in response to actor requests (add, remove, update) and distributes object updates and world events (such as collision events, sensor events) to interested actors. By separating the Scene from the actors, Scene could mainly focus on data management, state synchronization, and event distribution.
Detaching actors from the Scene brings back challenges that were by-passed in the simulator-centric architecture. One challenge is time management, or clock synchronization, among the actors that advance their simulation time differently. For instance, physics engines usually run in duty cycles, or a type of "synchronous simulation". Script execution, in contrast, is event-based and a type of "asynchronous simulation". (In the simulator-centric architecture, the problem is simplified since all actors operating on the same virtual space are located on the same server.) Another challenge is developing efficient and scalable message exchanging protocols to deliver updates between the Scene and the actors.
Technologies developed in the past have provided a basis for addressing these challenges. Examples are "mixed synchronization" for heterogeneous actors (Perumalla 2006 ) and pub/sub models for message distribution (Ostrowski et al. 2007) . A grand challenge in virtual worlds is to enhance these technologies to work in a scale that is orders of magnitude larger than what they have been applied to in the past.
Dynamic load balancing
Load balancing is essential for scaling operations by dynamic allocation of resource to match load in virtual worlds (Liu & Bowman 2010) . We observe that the load balancing problem in virtual worlds can be formulated as a distributed constraint satisfaction problem (Yokoo 2001) . In the problem formulation, we assume that the space in a virtual world is continuous and has a finite size. Further, we assume that the space consists of a collection of "quarks", where a quark is the basic unit for balancing workload. All quarks are of a regular shape and have the same size. In a constraint satisfaction problem, there are a set of variables, the domains of the variables, and a set of constraints about the variables. Given a cluster of servers, we define the variables in the load balancing problem to as follows, where the domain for these variables is the set of all possible subsets of the quarks:
• Scene Partition on each server s, represented by a set of quarks, as illustrated in Figure 6 (a). The server hosts the objects that reside in any quark in the scene partition and provides a scene interface to access these objects.
• Scene Subscription of each actor running on each server. It includes the set of quarks that an actor subscribes to for accessing object properties. Based on the DSG architecture, load balancing is mainly about adjusting the scene partition on each server, the assignment of actors to appropriate servers, and the scene subscription of each actor such that the performance and server capability constraints are satisfied. Examples of the constraints include:
• Server capability constraints: the accumulated computation load and the bandwidth usage on each server should not exceed its computation and bandwidth capacity.
• Physics engine performance constraints: Physics engines usually work in duty cycles. At least two constraints could be specified. First, the delay of synchronizing state between a physic engine and DSG is less than a threshold. Second, the execution time in each duty cycle is less than the wall-clock time of the duty cycle (no time dilation).
Load balancing in virtual worlds is a complex constraint satisfaction problem as it has several variables and multiple constraints. It is our future work to develop appropriate solutions. Intuitively, the actors of the same type would negotiate and trade their scene subscriptions to balance load, where the ba-lancing is subject to server capacity constraints but independent of other type of actors. For illustration purpose, Figure 6(b) shows an example. The Scene is decomposed into three scene partitions, each hosted by a different server. The type 1 actors co-locate with the scene partition that each operates on, while the type 2 actors reside on different servers and each subscribes to an appropriate set of quarks that does not overload its server. All actors update DSG through the scene interface. Note that load balancing between type 2 actors only trigger adjustment of their scene subscriptions and there could be no object migrations.
Client management
As demonstrated in Figure 2 , a linear increase in the number of concurrent users results in quadratic increase of CPU and network usages. The load of managing these concurrent client connections and processing messages can overwhelm a single server with as few as 100 users, depending on their level of interactivity, the specific message protocol, and the types of changes being made to the scene.
In the DSG architecture, client management can be detached from the Scene and the core simulations and assigned to independent actors ("client managers") that run on separate hardware. It brings several benefits. First, the networking bottleneck on a single server is removed -distributing updates to clients is relegated to the client managers. It allows scaling the number of client connections through adding hardware to host more client managers and enables the Scene to be more complex in quantity, variety, and behaviors of the in-world objects. In addition, client managers can be optimized and load balanced separately even through third party services (such as content distribution networks). Second, if the client managers are placed closer to the clients and high speed networking is provided between the Scene and the client managers, it could potentially reduce the network latencies from the Scene to the clients.
As a proof of concept, we have built a prototype that implemented DSG and a set of client managers that communicate with the Scene through the scene interface. An example setup is shown in Figure 7 . The client managers are responsible for accepting and authenticating client connections and proxying bidirectional updates between clients and the Scene. We have demonstrated thousands of users to interact concurrently in the same scene, which is orders of magnitude increase comparing to previous best over-thenetwork performance in general purpose virtual worlds. 
Level-of-detail reduction
Another important aspect of improving user experience and fidelity of interaction is to significantly increase the viewable area for each user. Due to the bandwidth constraints in providing broad views, technologies such as multi-level detail representations and visibility computation need to be applied to reduce the communication demand. On the other hand, generating multi-level details and applying visibility computation for every user is computationally expensive, hence it is also necessary to explore the shared perspectives among nearby viewpoints to reduce the computation demand (Chaudhuri 2009 ).
The DSG architecture provides a logical fit for introducing a detail reduction service between the Scene and the clients. It is our future research to develop a "reduction pipeline" that combines partial rendering, level of detail reduction, and aggregation and compression techniques to expand the viewable distance in general purpose virtual worlds by at least two orders of magnitude. We are experimenting with solutions such as surface elements (Pfister et al. 2000) and image based rendering (Shum and Kang 2000) to apply highly compressed scene representations for remote regions that may only occupy a small number of pixels on a client's screen. The primary challenges include handling frustum culling for the differ-ent perspectives of all users, managing the high volume of data transferred through the reduction pipeline, and handling smooth visual transitions between level of detail changes.
CONCLUSION
There has been decades of research on parallel and distributed simulations. Yet the growing popularity of virtual worlds brings unique challenges to the simulation of a fully-immersive 3D space with high realism and in which massive numbers of users interact in real time. In this paper, we discussed these unique challenges and explained the gap between the demand and the existing solutions. Many existing distributed simulation technologies need to be enhanced to operate in a scale that is orders of magnitude larger than what they have been applied to before. On the other hand, current virtual worlds adopt a simulator-centric architecture and static partitioning to simplify distributed simulation problems such as time management and load balancing. As we observed, this architecture also has scalability limitations. Virtual worlds are both computation and communication intensive and require solutions that address resource constraints on both fronts. We are working on a new architecture that detach actors from the Scene and enable application of scalability solutions independently on different actors and. There are still many open research problems to be addressed in scaling virtual worlds beyond their current capability. 
